


Ready to integrate 30W hybrid fuel cell system 
using refuelable hydrogen cartridges, for model 
cars, boats and robots as well as any small power 
product.

H-CELL 2.0 - FCJJ-21

Open-source fuel cell system that enables 
hobbyists, engineers and a spring inventors to 
create their own hydrogen powered devices.

Fuel Cell Developer Kit - FCDK-15

NEW Electric Mobility Experiment Set-FCJJ-30
Set demonstrates various energy storage and electric power supply solu ons for vehicles, including reversible fuel cells, 
hydrogen/air fuel cells, salt-water  fuel cells, solar cells, ba eries and super capacitors. 
Comes with handcrank and experiment manual.



Micro fuel cell science kit exploring reversible 
metal hydride storage technology and fuel cell 
power conversion.

NEW

Assemble your own fuel cell stack with individually 
connected cells. Hydrogen is supplied to the fuel 
cell using refuelable HYDROSTIK cartridges. 

NEW EDUSTAK PRO & EDUSTAK JUNIOR Build it 
Yourself Fuel Cell Stack kit - FCSU-33 & FCSU-32

World’s one and only on demand hydrogen supply system, using electrolysis to recharge 

engineering projects.

NEW HYDROFILL PRO - on demand hydrogen supply for classrooms - FCH-020



Fuel Cell Car Science Kit-FCJJ-11 
Build your own real-working fuel cell car using a 
reversible fuel cell and refuelable hydrogen supply 
on board the car. Hydrogen is formed using solar 
powered electrolysis. Comes with manual and 
experiment guide.      

NEW 
Discover electric power genera on using the difference 
between cold and hot temperature. Students add warm and 
cold water into each container and power a small electric 
motor and fan. 

Generate and store renewable hydrogen using solar 
powered electrolysis, and invent your own applica ons 
using a small fuel cell powered motor. Comes with 
manual and experiment guide.        

Solar Hydrogen Science  Kit-FCJJ-16 

NEW Wind Energy Kit-FCJJ-39 
Build a real-working miniature wind power 
generator, designed to evaluate the pitch (angle 
se ng) of the profiled blades. Kit includes 3 blade 
designs, can hold up to 6 blades in different modes.  

NEW
This kit demonstrates the latest in fuel cell technology using 
ethanol as feedstock. Currently fuel cells mostly use hydrogen 
or methanol as fuel. This fuel cell kit directly converts ethanol 

device can run non-stop for hours, providing an amazing 



Horizon Energy Monitor-FCJJ-24 
Live measuring device able to adapt to all Horizon 
educa on kits connectors. The device comes with 

Horizon Energy Box-FCJJ-40 
Contains all Horizon energy modules and experiments in one sturdy storage 
box. Kit includes high- power lamp for solar experiments and hydrogen on 
demand supply system.



NEW -FCJJ-34
Fuel cell uses magnesium plates with salt water to 
produce. Comes with electric fan module as load, and 
experiment manual.

Modular experiment set designed to demonstrate the workings of an clean 
energy technology network on a miniature scale. Includes wind turbing, solar 
panel, electrolyzer, fuel cell, hydrogen storage, lights and fan modules.

Hydrocar-FCJJ-20
This vehicle from 2050 runs on clean hydrogen fuel using a 
reversible PEM fuel cell. Oxygen and hydrogen gases are formed 
using solar electrolysis, located in the back of the vehicle. Car can 
steer independently, comes with experiment manual.

NEW
Set includes super capacitor module, charge level indicator module, 
fan  module, and hand-crank. The set is compa ble with the 
renewable energy set and other kits. Comes with experiment manual.



H-racer 2.0-FCJJ-23
Discover automo ve technologies of the future by building and 
steering your own hydrogen fuel cell car. Includes solar cell, hydrogen 
sta on, remote control and experiment manual.

Wind to Hydrogen -FCJJ-56
Invent your own clean energy applica ons using a small 
electric motor powered by a fuel cell. Hydrogen is produced 
using an electrolyzer system connected to a real working 
wind-turbine. Comes with experiment manual.

Bio-Energy Kit-FCJJ-22  
This kit demonstrates the latest in fuel cell technology using ethanol as 
feedstock. Currently fuel cells mostly use hydrogen or methanol as fuel. 
This fuel cell kit directly converts ethanol (alcohol) to electricity silently 

technology.


